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EDITORIAL

since the federals government's appointment of an expert Panel to 
consult with Australians on the proposal to recognise indigenous 
Australians in the Australian constitution, the question has been: 
what kind of recognition? in particular, many people have questioned 
what the proposed constitutional change will mean for improving the 
relationship between Australia’s first Peoples and the nation; will the 
change just be symbolic or something more substantive ? consequently, 
the indigenous Law centre (‘iLc’) has devoted this special edition to 
exploring these very questions.   

in this special edition, we open with an article by the President of the 
Law council of Australia, Alexander Ward. the article explores the 
advantages and disadvantages of some of the proposed changes to 
the constitution.

megan Davis shares her views about the importance of the recognition 
of Aboriginal and torres strait islander people in the constitution. 

melissa castan writes an informative piece focused on the constitution's 
deficiencies and problems with the races power (s 51(xxvi)), and the 
need to replace it with a clear federal power to make laws for the benefit 
of Aboriginal and torres strait islander peoples. 

george Williams takes us through a discussion of process in a 
paper appropriately entitled How to win the referendum to recognise 
Indigenous peoples in the Australian Constitution. complimentary to this 
piece is an article written by Paul kildea which focuses on Achieving 
Citizen Engagement in the Referendum on Indigenous Recognition.

AJ brown and ron Levy explore the option of recognising indigenous 
people in the constitution in conjunction with local government in 
an informative piece entitled A tale of two questions? Argument for 
coordinated constitutional reform in Australia.

the national congress of Australia’s first People’s co-chair Jody broun 
shares the views of congress members and Delegates whilst outlining 
the role that congress will play in the constitutional reform process. 

kristyn glanville reflects on the iLc’s constitutional open forum held 
at the university of new south Wales. Participants included Professor 
megan Davis, mick gooda, Professor george Williams, Les malezer, 
and Paul kildea. 

We hope you enjoy this edition and the free poster timeline of Australian 
constitutional developments and welcome any feedback you may have.

April Long
editor

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders are advised that this publication may 
contain images of deceased persons.


